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ABSTRACT:
A calculating procedure is presented for the sea- level static perform-
ance of duct burning and afterburning bypass jet engines that have a low
pressure and a high pressure spool. Performance values can be determined
also for operation without reheat. Influence of temperature and fuel/ air
ratio on the thermodynamic properties of air and combustion gases is taken
into account. A calculating program for a Monroe 1880-1+3 programmable
electronic desk calculator is described which makes it possible to evaluate
effects of changes of parameters on performance with minimum effort.
The program will be used to establish the characteristics of compressors
required for propulsive units of later generation Navy air- superiority
fighter aircraft, to investigate whether the Turbo- Propulsion Laboratory of
NPS would be capable of undertaking research and development work of such
machines.
Programs of the type presented, and the use of modern programmable
desk calculators, will also be of great value for instructional purposes.
Teachers can then concentrate on the fundamental nature of particular
topics and need not waste time on lengthy derivations, or on simplifica-
tions and approximations that are introduced only to solve equations with
elementary means. The students would be relieved of the drudgery of
routine hand calculations that do not contribute to a better understanding
of the subject matter.
This study has been supported, in part, by:
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CALCULATING PROCEDURE OF SEA- LEVEL STATIC





To determine the sea- level static (SLS) performance of a bypass jet
engine with or without duct burner and afterburner, and to establish a
calculating program for a Monroe Model l880-*+3 programmable hand calcula-
tor that can be used for optimization and systems analyses.
2. INTRODUCTION
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the engine under consideration with
the station identification numbers that will be used in the report.
Total pressures and temperatures at the different stations are denoted
by P and T with subscripts corresponding to the indices of the stations.
Static pressures are denoted by P and static temperatures by T .
The total cooling air for the blades (w^-J and the disks (w_„) of




The bypass flow rate w__. is
or
W
BP " b WE
where b is the bypass ratio. After the high turbine, the cooling air
Sw
E, which is supposed to be at the temperature T^, since the process in
the high turbine is considered to be adiabatic, is mixed with the flow
rate (1-5) w of the high turbine which is at the temperature T,-.




which is also the fuel/ air ratio of the gas passing through the high
turbine. After the mixing of cooling air and high turbine flow rate
(station 6) the fuel/ air ratio is
w_
fB =7^ = (1-5) VwE B
which is the fuel/ air ratio of the gas flow through the low turbine. The
duct burner is taken as part of the afterburner and it is supposed that
the bypass flow and the flow leaving the low turbine are heated to the































This fuel/ air ratio exists at station 11 ahead of the nozzle, and the
total nozzle flow rate is
*N =
(1+V *
The enthalpy of the flow rate wN at station 11 is supposed to be that
at the temperature T, _ = TQ = T _ for the fuel/ air ratio f . Hence it
is assumed that the gas flows through the duct and afterburner are
completely mixed at station 11.
The drop in total pressure Ap through a flow passage is expressed




where P. . . is the total pressure ahead of the flow passage.
For the inlet nozzle,
x
p°- pi
For the bypass duct,
P - P
^BP-^—






It is assumed that the pressures P and Pg, ahead of duct and afterburner,
are equal and that the respective pressure drop coefficients \ and X




The pressure P is then
p
7
= (1-4) (i-xBp ) J* PQ












The total compression ratio Po/P-, will be chosen, and the pressure Pr/Pi,
of the high turbine is obtained from the condition that the high turbine
with the inlet temperature Ti must be capable of driving the high compressor,




' *BP V P1 (p)
The pressure ratio P _/P of the jet nozzle then becomes with P _ = P
P o P P 1
P^ " P^ P
7
(l°V (1. Xl , (i-V (i-W (P^, O)
Hence, in addition to P-/P, , the pressure ratio Pp/P-, of the low compressor
is also a variable parameter that has to be chosen.
3. THERMODYNAMICS OF REAL GASES
The data of Ref. 1 are used to establish the fuel/ air ratios in
the burners, and to calculate the enthalpies of air and combustion
gases. Reference 1 assumes that the specific heats are functions of
temperature and fuel/ air ratio only. Even for pressure ratio Pq/P
1
of 30 and higher the effect of pressure on specific heat is indeed
negligible
.
For a fuel of the composition (CHp) , the chemical process for
complete combustion is
3
*2 " 2~2 ""2 HpO









14.026 lbm CHn + 48lbmO„ - 44.010 lbm C0„ + lS.O^lbmR^O
or, for f pounds of fuel,
f lbm fuel + 3.422 f lbmO -* 3.138 f lbmC0
2
+ 1.284 f lbm E^
Ref. 1. Vanco, M. R. "Computer Program for Design- Point Performance of
Turbojet and Turbofan Engine Cycles," NASA TM X-1340, Febr. 1967,
In one pound of air there are:
0.2314 lbm o (MA = 32.0)d Up
0.7552 lbm N2 (M^ = 28.016)
0.0129 lbm Argon (MAr = 39-944)
0.0005 lbm C0o (M^_ =44.010)d LUo
The combustion products, if f pounds of fuel are burned with one pound
of air, have the following composition:
5n = 0.2314 - 3.422 f lbm
~u
2
mpn = 0.0005 + 3.138 f lbmOUp








m Q = 1 + f lbm
This list shows that the stoichiometric fuel/ air ratio, obtained if no
oxygen is present in the combustion gases (or m_ =0), equals
2
f = 04|14 = 0>Q675lbm fuel
max 3.422 lbm air
The specific heat c of the combustion gases per lbm of mixture equals
pu.
Em. c .
pG 1 + f { * }
where i refers to the components listed above. The molecular weight 1VU
of the combustion gas is obtained from
M 1 + f
tj m.
1
With the mass m. of the components of the above table and their molecular
weights M.
=
1 + f ,,-x
™G 0.034522 + 0.035648 f ^'
and
B 1545.43
Then for air with f = 0,
/ ft - lb \
\lbm, °R /
and




/ ft - lb \
\lbm, OR
)
The constituents of the combustion gases have specific heats c . which
can be expressed by
c
.
= A. + B.(10" 3 ) T + C.(10 ) T
2
+ D.(10"9 ) T3 + E.(l0
-12
) T (6)pi 1 i v ' i v ' i v ' i v ' v '
Reference 1 gives the coefficients A. to Ej_ for the different consti-
tuents in accordance with Ref. 2. The specific heat c of Eq. 4 can
therefore be expressed by a relation of the type
CpG
= lTf F(f ' T) (7)
where c_ is in Btu/(lbm, R) and T in °R.
Ref. 2. NASA SP-3001, 1963.
From the first law of thermodynamics











ds = c — — -£
p T J p





This equation integrated gives
T
H, r c
i*** -/* « * fe) (9)
o
if p = 1 for T = 0.




R~ / P \ r c re












-S-* = ' "To Mr = 0-5035233 Mp
It is evident that for a given pressure ratio P /P. and an inlet tempera-
ture T. the isentropic temperature T ' must be found with an iterative
process.
Equation 8 integrated gives
h =/ cP dT (ire) (12)
if h = for T =
Turbomachinery calculations are simplified if average values of c
and v = c /c are introduced, after the inlet and exit conditions have
1 p' v '
been established with accurate methods. For an isentropic process with




h ' - h. = c (T * - T.)
e l p e i
c = c - Rn/Jv p G'
c
= v_ = J2. =Y Y1 R_ T • T.
c G e - jV 1 "~ h ' - h.
e l
From Eq. 10, however, with
t ^{t:) = '% in (-t) ' %• - *t
9
Y = Y2





Experience has shown that the value Yo &i-ves closer correspondance with
real gas data than y-i • However, to determine the local value of y = y
at a given static temperature T and fuel/air ratio f , it is necessary to




The velocity of sound "a" at the temperature T then "becomes







where h is the enthalpy that corresponds to the static temperature T .
In Ref. 1 the integrals of Eqs. 9 and 12 have been calculated. A




= 0.01772U (10~ 3 )
c = 0.038056 (10 )
c^ = 0.012662 (io~9 )






= 0.51822 (10'3 )
D = 0.191+62 (io"u )
D. = 0.01+5089 (l0~9 )
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Xn T - C
2
























T " T T J (13)
and
where h. is due to the air, and h due to the combustion gases of the mix-A Cj
ture . Then




T - -|- T2 +
-j- T3 - -£ T
k








+ T t2 " "3" t3 + T ^ " ~5 T J (l6)
The quantities h and cp are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 as functions of T and f.
k. fuel/air ratio of combustor
Figure 2 shows a combustion chamber were w. (lbm/s) of air with a
fuel/air ratio f . enter the combustor at the temperature T. . To be de-
termined is the fuel flow rate w_ necessary to heat this mixture to the
temperature T . The fuel enters the combustor at the temperature Tp and
it is supposed that the combustor efficiency is T], or that T](LHV) Btu's
are released per lbm of fuel during combustion, where (LHV) is the lower
heating value of the fuel in Btu/lbm.
A heat balance gives











w _ = Af w.
11










+ * ^(mV) = bAe + (fi + ^ hGe
or
and





w. h. - hA . + f. (h_ - h_.
)
Af f Ae Ai i






All enthalpies are zero at T = R.
For JP-U fuel the lower heating value is l8,U00 Btu/lbm, and its
specific heat is about 0.5. Hence at a chosen fuel temperature of 520 R,
or h = 260 Btu/lbm, there is
h. - hA . + f.(h_ - h_.)
Af _ Ae Ai i
v Ge Gi y /^x
T](l8,^00) + 260 - h
with h and h from Eqs. 15 and l6. With f = f . + &_ the enthalpy hA (J- e 1 1 e
is obtained from Eq. Ik.































f = f + f
.
e B AB
















Af = f = f^
e DB
The fuel/air ratios f + fAT>J and/or f™, have to be lower than the stoich-B AB Di3
iometric ratio f = 0.0675-
max
5. MIXING OF FLOWS AT CONSTANT PRESSURE
The process illustrated in Fig. 3 will be used to evaluate the condi-
tions that occur after the high turbine, were the cooling air is mixed with
the turbine discharge, and those where the bypass and the engine flow mix
before entering the jet nozzle. With the symbols of Fig. k, on assuming
an adiabatic process,
w.(l + f.) h. + w..(l + f..) h.. = |~w.(l + f.) + w..(l + f..)l h
i i i n n n i i n n J e
Let
w = w. + w.
.
= (l + C) w.








(1 + f.) h. + C(l + f. .) h.
.
, _
i i b 11 li /
nQ x
e 1 + r + f. + r f.. ^ ;b i b ii
f. + C f --
f
e " \ + c
"
(20)
With Eq. lU, there is from Eq. 19,
h.
.
+ f. h_. + fh... + C f. . h_.
.
. Ai l Gi b An te n Gn
e
"
(1 + C) + f. + G f..l * n
For the known values of h and f the temperature T is obtained by itera-
ting Eq. lk.
For the mixing ahead of the iet nozzle, there is T. = T.
.




l n ' Ai An'
and h„. =h„... Then, with Eq. 20
Gi Gn
(1 + £)h n . +L.(f. +Cf..) h A . + fe h_.
.
v to/ Ai Gi v l b li y _Ai Gi
e
==
(1 + C) + f . + C f . • 1 + f
e






" 1 + fe Ae 1 + fe Ge
Hence, as could be expected, there must be
h. - h._ and h„ = h„.
Ae AI Ge Gi
and the temperature after the mixing process is equal to T. = T. . . Hence
h can be calculated directly for T. = T. . and the fuel/air ratio f of
e ^ i n ' e
Eq. 20.
For the mixing process after the high turbine there are:
Ik








For the mixing process ahead of the jet nozzle:
C = b
T. = T. . = Tn = Tnnl ii 9 10






6. LOW AND HIGH COMPRESSOR CALCULATIONS
Figure 5 represents a compression process in an entropy diagram. The
pressure ratio P /P. of both low and high compressor will be chosen. Then
Ah. = h ' - h.is e l






,4^)cpe ' = <
where both values of cp are for f = 0. From cpLp, the temperature T ' is
obtained by an iteration. Then, from Eq. 15
15
Also
h. = hA (T± )
Further
h • - h.
h =h. f e - x
e i ^
From h , the temperature T is obtained with an iteration of Eq. 15 for
f = 0.
The driving power of the compressor is
HP = w (h - h.) -^r
c e l 550
For the low compressor:







For the high compressor:






7. HIGH TURBINE CAICUIATIONS
The high turbine must drive the high compressor. Hence,
















S - \ - (i - lid1 v> (21)
where the value of f, to calculate h and h , equals f^ 1 . Equation Ik
iterated yields T . With the high turbine efficiency TLT , the isentropic
enthalpy h ' at the high turbine exit is
h. - h
v \ - \r (22)
This value of h ' is used to determine the corresponding isentropic tem-
perature T'. Then by Eq. 11
r - %)
(23)
The values of cp and R must be determined for f = f ' .
8. EXPANSION PROCESS
The pressure ratio in the low turbine is known from Eq. 2, if Pc/Pk
has been determined. The pressure ratio in the jet nozzle is given by
Eq. 3' For both processes the same calculating method can be applied;'
for the low turbine to establish its work output, and for the jet nozzle
to determine the discharge velocity V .
Let P., T. be the inlet and P , T the discharge conditions. The tempera-i' i e' e
ture T ' occurs for an isentropic expansion from P. , T. to P . The gas
shall have the fuel/air ratio f . Then, by Eq. 10
i/
where the values of cp and R_ depend on f . The value of cp , is used to
obtain T '. For T ' the enthalpy h ' is determined from Eq. Ik. Then,
with the efficiency T) of the expansion process,
17
h = h. - (h. - h * ) 71
e 1 1 e e
From h there is obtained the exit temperature T .
e e
9. LOW TURBINE CALCULATIONS
The method of section 7 can be used for the low turbine with:
T. = Tc1 6






to determine T = TQ and h = h . The low turbine power is then
e o e o
^lt = V1 + V (h6 - V 550















Hence the bypass ratio b equals
(1 + fB )(h6 - h8 )
h
2 -^
10. JET NOZZLE DISCHARGE VELOCITY












where Y is the velocity coefficient of the nozzle. The static temperature
Tno and the static pressure Pnr, are equal to T and P of section 7. The12 12 ^ e e
18
static enthalpy h ? corresponds to h , and
v
a
=^2 g j(hll - hl2
)~












The thrust F produced at sea-level static conditions is
V,
F = w(l + f
N
) -|- (lbf)
or the so-called specific impulse I becomesbr














12. ENGINE THRUST VS. OUTER DIAMETER OF LOW COMPRESSOR
.The calculating program contains an auxiliary part which can be used
to determine the engine thrust for a specified outer diameter D of the
low compressor i-f it has so-called impulse bladings.
With a chosen hub/tip ratio ahead of the first stage; r^., = D^
1
/Drpl9












cot Pit iCTr ki (25)
G si
19
where L is a blockage factor to account for the displacement thickness of
the wall boundary layers at station 1.
Equation 25 holds for the assumption that the axial velocity V at
the low compressor inlet eye area is constant and that it can be calculated
from the conditions at the tip diameter where the peripheral speed U^ (ft/s)
and the relative flow angle B-, m exist. The quantities T n and P n areK1T ^ si si
static temperature and pressure, respectively, at station 1 of Fig. 1. The
total temperature at 1 equals T , or h = h_, and







si o 2g J o 2g J
This equation is similar to Eq. 21. It is possible, therefore, to use the
high turbine calculating procedure to establish the static temperature T ,
o J-






{\ - V 2g^f
and
this procedure gives T = (T ); and P /P = (P /P. ) for f = 0. The
values in the brackets shall indicate that their equality pertains only to
the correspondence of the values that are obtained from the calculation',
to avoid misinterpretation, for instance, that T -. has the same magnitude
S-J-





Sl/V Pl (Psl/Pl )(1 - V P
where P must be introduced in psia, if Dm ., is in inches, to obtain w of
o Tl
20
Eq. 25 in lbm/s.
The thrust F of the engine is then with Eq. 2k,
F = w Igp
(lbf
)
Hence the quantities that must be chosen to obtain w and F are D , r,
,
Um , (3, m and k. , in addition to P , T .T IT 1 00
Of interest is also the Mach number VL. of the relative inlet velocity





sin P1T UT/Sin P1T





Evidently these relations hold only if the first stage of the low compressor
is of the impulse type, where a rotor with axial absolute inlet velocity
is followed by a stator
.
13. CALCULATION PROCEDURE
Programs VA 513 is used to introduce constants and the parameters of
the jet engine in the manner listed in the operating instructions of
Appendix A. The entered data are printed for checking purposes. Then pro-
gram VA 51^ is read into the calculator. This program calculates the con-
ditions of state at all stations of Fig. 1, and prints the particulars of
the different elements of the unit. Subsequently, the overall performance
parameters of the engine are printed out, namely, the specific impulse,
the specific fuel consumption, the bypass ratio, and the Mach number of
the flow at the discharge of the jet nozzle. These quantities are indepen-
dent of the geometry and the blading particulars of the low compressor at
station 1 of Fig. 1.
The program can then process an arbitrary number of sets of low compressor
inlet data; that is, diameter, hub/tip ratio, peripheral rotor speed, and
21
relative tip flow angle of the first stage of the low compressor, to obtain
a particular thrust of the jet engine. For these calculations it is assum-
ed that this first stage is of the impulse type as described in section 12.
For specified inlet conditions the program prints out the particulars of
the turbomachines.
The necessary steps that have to be undertaken by the operator are listed
in Appendix A. They consist primarily in trial- and error methods to
establish the temperatures at the different stations of the cycle.
These methods of successive approximations are explained in the following.
Let the inlet conditions of an element of the jet engine; that is, of
either a compressor or a turbine, be identified by the subscript i, and
its discharge conditions by the subscript e (see Fig. 5 for compression
process). A similar symbolism will be adopted for the mixing process of
Fig. 3 ? with the difference that the subscripts i and ii are used for the
inlet properties of the two gas flows that are mixed. For known inlet
conditions the program establishes either the enthalpy h of Eq. 1^ or
the function cp of Eq. Ik at the discharge of an element, and the operator
must determine the temperature T that corresponds to either h or cp .
For given values of h or cp , the corresponding temperature T is also a
function of the fuel/air ratio f . For known values of h or cp , and f
,
a first approximation of T = T* can be obtained from Figs. 6a, 6b or Figs.
7a, 7b, respectively. If T* = T is entered, the program calculates either
Ah = h* - h , or A cp = cp* - cp, where h* and cp* are the values of h and
cp for T* and f. Then the quantities Ah, or A cp, and T* are printed
out, after a print identification number which is left-justified.
In the operating instructions all iterations are indicated by the set-






= H2)(3); f = f(5)
ENTER: T*; (RESUME)
PRINT IDENTIF. kO.









In this example the temperature T must be established at P-Count I56U for
particular values cp and f. The symbol | (2 ) (3 ) indicates that cp is stored
in data register 32, and 1(5) shows that f is stored in scratch pad regis-
ter 5- These values can be recalled and printed. Then, a first approxima-
tion of T = T* is obtained from Fig. 7 which is entered at P-Count I56U.
e
After depressing the (RESUME) key the calculator will stop at P-Count 1589
to display the print identifier (Uo.), the difference A cp = cp* - cp , and
the value of T* which was entered at P-Count 156U. The quantity cp*- in
Acp is the value of cp that corresponds to T* and f, whereas cp is the value
for which T has to be determined. If the error A cp is excessive, the
e
.
(RESUME) key must be depressed to return the calculations to P-Count I56U,
where a better approximation for T* = T can be entered, namely, smaller
values if A cp was negative. This process is repeated as often as necessary
until the error Acp has been reduced to acceptable values. Then a zero (0)
must be entered on the keyboard before the (RESUME) key is depressed. With
this manipulation the program leaves the iteration loop and continues with
the subsequent calculations.
Iterations of T for know values of h and f follow the same pattern,
e e
with the exception that Ah = h* - h is displayed instead of Acp. If it
is assumed that the temperatures T to be determined deviate by not more
e
23
— 0.005 R from their correct values, the error A cp should not exceed
-6 -3
about 3(10~ )> and the error Ah should be less than about 2(10 ). The
program sets the decimal point to six, hence all print-outs have six
decimal digits. Therefore, the iterations of T for cp must be continued
until A cp is smaller than 0.000003, and those of T for h must be repeat-
ed until Ah is smaller than 0.00200.
During the execution of the program the so-called print-outs A occur
for the compressors, turbines, and the exhaust nozzle and inlet duct. The
form of print-out A is as follows
:
Identifier (left-justified, negative number in red)
P /P. = exit pressure/inlet pressure
T. = inlet temperature ( R)
h. = inlet enthalpy (Btu/lbm)
T\ = efficiency of process
T = exit temperature ( R)
h = exit enthalpy (Btu/lbm)
h - h. or h. - h (positive value)
e 1 1 e
f = fuel/air ratio
Y = average value of y = c /c for isentropic process from
sr v
P.
, T. to P1' 1 e
"'
. , /ft - lb\R„ = gas constant | 1G \lbm,°R /
For the turbomachines the values of P , P., T. , h., T , h correspond to
e 1 1 1 e e
the total conditions at inlet and exit. For the exhaust nozzle and the
inlet duct the pressure P , the temperature T and the enthalpy h pertain
to the static conditions at the exit, and h. - h equals the kinetic energy
2k
o
V /2gJ where V is the actual velocity at the exit of the exhaust nozzle
N at station 12 of Fig. 1; or ahead of the blading of the low compressor
at station 1 of Fig. 1 for the inlet duct I.
The identifier preceding print-out A is indicative of the element to which
the results pertain. In the following table this correspondence is listed.
Identifier Element Inlet and Exit
Stations of Fie. 1
(i) - (e)
- 101. Inlet Nozzle 0-1
- 12. Low Compressor 1-2
- 23- High Compressor 2-3
- U5. High Turbine k - 5
- 68. Low Turbine 6-8
- 1,112. Exhaust Nozzle 11-12
The results of the combustion processes are given with the so-called
print-outs B^which have the following form:
Identifier (left-justified, negative number in red)
T = exit temperature ( R)
h = exit enthalpy (Btu/lbm)
£f = fuel added in combustor per pound of mixture
f
e
= fuel/air ratio at exit of combustor.
The so-called print-out C displays the result of a mixing process as follows
Identifier (left-justified, negative number in red)
T = temperature after mixing ( R)
h = enthalpy after mixing (Btu/lbm)
C = w. ./w - = ratio of flow rates of gases to be mixed
f
e
= fuel/air ratio after mixing
25
In print-outs B and C the identifier has the form -7xx, where xx is indica-
tive of the index of the exit station, in accordance with Fig. 1, of either
the combustor, or the station where the mixing has occured. Thus, the
identifier -"JOk. refers to the conditions at station k after the main
burner, and -711 is indicative of station 11 of Fig. 1 after the gas flows
from the duct and afterburner have been mixed.
Identifiers and/or print-outs that do not correspond to the above-
mentioned categories are explained in Appendix A.
The program can be used also for jet engines without reheat by duct
burner and afterburner. Appendix B gives the operating instructions for
such units
.
The complete listing of the calculating steps of programs VA 513 and
VA 5lU is given in Appendix C together with forms that show the contents
of the scratch pad and main data registers.
Ik. EXAMPLES
Two examples are given which can be used to check the program. Example
A deals with a jet engine with afterburner which may be classified as a
second generation unit for the propulsion of air-superiority aircraft of
the F-lU type. It operates with turbine inlet temperatures of 2900 R
(25^0 F) and has an overall pressure ratio Po/^n °^ 30* Its diameter at
the low compressor inlet is 36 inches, equal to that of the FUOl engine
presently in development for the F-l^B aircraft (see Ref. 3).
Tables l(l) and l(2) give the results of the calculations. These
tables are of standard form to which the print-outs of the program are
attached. Table l(2) shows that the thrust of the unit can be increased
from 28,563 pound to 32,6l8 pound by increasing the tip speed of the rotor
Ref. 3 Aviation Week & Space Technology, Vol. 96, No. 26, June 26, 1972,
PP. 88/97.
26
of the first stage of the low compressor from 1600 ft/s to 1700 ft/s , and
by decreasing its hub/tip ratio from O.k to 0.35. However the higher tip
speed increases the tip Mach number of the relative flow of the first com-
pressor stage from about I.65 to 1.91. The bypass ratio is b = 0.88 for
both cases.
The following list gives the temperatures which were determined by the
iterations in Example A to make possible a quick check of the program on
the Monroe calculator. Indicated are the P-Counts, in the same order as
they occur in the calculating sequence, and the errors, in either A cp
or Ah .




= 7^2.015 Acp = 0.000 000
1272 T
2
= 777.813 Ah = -0.000 013
1213 T * = 1397.775 Acp = 0.000 000
1272 T = 1^79-19^ Ah = 0.000 020
1567 T = 2295.791 Ah = -0.000 079
1628 T ' = 2203.^23 Ah = 0.000 016
5
1933 T6 =2258.783 Ah = -0.000 092
136l Tg* = 1818.390 Acp = 0.000 000




= 2655.9^5 Acp = 0.000 000
1*H9 T^ = 2700. 6U7 Ah = 0.000 027
For data (l) of Table l(l) of the first-stage rotor of the low compressor,
the obtained temperatures are
:
27
P-Count ENTRY : T* PRINT-OUT ;
1567 T
x
= U73.629 Ah = -O.OOOO56
For data (2) of Table l(l)
1567 T
x
= 439.692 Ah = 0.000 033.
Example B deals with the same engine as Example A hut without reheat by-
duct and afterburner. These elements are supposed to be installed however
so that their pressure drops are taken into account. Tables Il(l) and Il(2)
give the results of the calculations. With data (l) of the first-stage of
the low compressor, the thrust is 17,309 pounds, and with data (2) it becomes
19,766 pound. Hence, reheat to 3U00 °R (29U0 °F) increases the thrust by
about 11,200 to 12,800 pound, but the specific fuel consumption is increased
from O.676 lb fuel/ (lb thrust, hour) to a value of I.69I.
To check out Example B on the calculator without iterations , the . e
temperatures must be introduced as given in the preceding list for Exa-:ole
A, up to and including P-Count 1U19 that is marked with an asterisk (itera-
tion of To). The subsequent entries are:
P-Count ENTRY: T* PRINT-OUT:
1933 T = 1387.086 Ah = -0.000 OlU
1361 T * = 1020.635 Acp = 0.000 000
1U19 T = 10U2.728 Ah = -0.000 059
For data (l) and (2) of the first-stage rotor of the low compressor of
Table Il(l), the temperatures to be introduced at P-Count 1567 are T, =
1+73.629 and T = U39.692, respectively, as for Example A.
28
TABLE I(») JET ENGINE (WITH) (WITHOUT) AFTERBURNER ; PROG. VA 513/514
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TABLE IU) JET ENGINE DATA (WITH) (WITHOUT) AFTERBURNER.; PROG. VA 513/514.
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TABLE 1( I) JET ENGINE <«*** ) (WITHOUT) AFTERBURNER ; PROG. VA 513/514
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TABLE 1(1) JET ENGINE DATA (tt££S) (WITHOUT) AFTERBURNER.; PROG. VA 513/514.
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FIG. 3 MIXING PROCESS






FIG. 5 COMPRESSOR PROCESS
h = total enthalpy
T = total temperature
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS OF PROGRAMS VA 513 AND VA 5lk FOR JET ENGINE
WITH DUCT BURNER AND AFTERBURNER
a) Enter Program VA 513 (Sides A and B of one magnetic card) at
Branch Point 00. (SENSE and PRINT Switches in "down" position,
and GRAD/DEG Switch at DEG)





0211 P = ambient pressure (psia)
0215 Tn = ambient temperature ( R)
0219
^p/^i = Pressure ratio low compressor
0223
^V^i = overaH compressor pressure ratio
0227 T. = turbine inlet temperature ( R)
k
0231 TQ = T10 = temperature after afterburner and
duct burner ( R)
w
0235 , c Cooling air flow rate




= pressure loss coefficient in inlet duct
02^3 X^j. = pressure loss coefficient in bypass duct
Br
02V7 X = pressure loss coefficient in main burner
a
0251 \ = pressure loss coefficient in duct and afterburner
Ad
0255 1] = low compressor efficiency
LC
0259 T| = high compressor efficiency
riL
0263 T| = high turbine efficiency
h.1
0267 7] = low turbine efficiency
Lil
0271 TL = combustion efficiency of main burner
0275 TL-o = combustion efficiency of duct and afterburnerAd
0279 t = jet nozzle velocity coefficient
Uo
After the last entry the program prints out the above data, in the order
listed, with the print identifier - 100.
d) Enter Program VA 5lk at Branch Point 00.
(Sides A and B of k magnetic cards)
e) Start Program at Branch Point 00
(For explanation of the iteration procedure see




^ = f (3) (l) ; f = f (5)
ENTER: T* ; (RESUME)
P.I. 20.















f (2) (5) ; f = f(5)
ENTER: T* ; (RESUME)
P.I. 21.

















(3) (1) ; f= f(5)
ENTER: T* ; (RESUME)
P.I'. 20.











h^ = t(2) (5) ; f= f(5)
ENTER: T* ; (RESUME)
P.I. 21.









Print-Out A (P.I. - 23)
High Compressor Data
(RESUME)







= f(2) (5), ; f= t(5)
ENTER: T* ; (RESUME)
P.I. ko.













\ = t (3) (h) ; f= t (5)
ENTER: T* ; (RESUME)
P.I. kl.
Ah = h* - V
T*
Print-Out A (P.I. - 1+5.)
High Turbine Data






h, = t ( 2 ) (6) ; f= t (5)
ENTER: T* ; (RESUME)
P.I. 10.




Print-Out C (P.I. - 706.)













<Pq = f(3) (1) ; f= f(5)
ENTER: T* ; (RESUME)
P.I. 30.
Acp = cp* - cpg'
«^
1 I
Acp ^ Acp =
(RESUME) ENTER:
(RESUME)
h« = f(2) (5)x8 = 1(5)
ENTER: T* ; (RESUME)
P.I. 31.
Ah = h* -
8
f
Print-Out A (P. I. -68.)
— Low Turbine Data
r~i







Print -Out of Bypass Ratio b
I
If b is ok
(RESUME)
If b is not ok
start with new




Station 10 of Fig. 1
0376 Check of maximum fuel/air ratio f
after afterburner (last value of
above print-out P.I. -710.)
T
If f is ok
(RESUME)
1
If f.. is too large




Conditions after Duct Burner
T
Print-Out C(P.J. -711.)
Conditions at Station 11






^ = f(3) (1) ; f = t(5)

















&i = h* -
J4t
12
Ah ^ tfi =
(RESUME) ENTER:
(RESUME)
Print-Out A (P. I. -1,112.)
Exhaust Nozzle Data
Print-Out (P.I. -200.) :
IOT3 = Specific Impulse (lbf/(lbm/s ))
SFC o •*• n n n 4-- /
lb fuel/hr\
= Specific Fuel Consumption I _, , , ' I
b = Bypass Ratio








Data of first-stage rotor of low compressor:
ENTER: D^ = tip diameter (inches)
"
: r, .. a hub/tip ratio
"
: IC = blockage factor
"
: B-jrp = relative flow angle at tip ( )
"





\ =*(2) (5) ; f=U5)
ENTER: T* ; (RESUME)
P.I. ho.
fa = h* - hi
\

















F = thrust (ibf)
w = total air flow rate (lbm/s)
HP _ = horse power low compressor (HP)
HP..- = horse power high compressor (HP)
M
0J1
= Mach number of relative flow at
tip of first stage of low compressor
— Program stops at P-Count O565 for processing of other sets of data of
first-stage rotor of low compressor.
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APPENDIX B
OFERATING INSTRUCTIONS OF PROGRAM VA 513 AND VA 3lk FOR JET ENGINE WITHOUT
DUCT BURNER AND WITHOUT AFTERBURNER.
In the following only the deviations from the prooedure of Appendix
A are indioated. In step a) ("Enter Data") of Appendix A the following






0251 X^ (can be zero or not, depending on whether the duct-
and afterburner is installed, although not operating)
0275 \b ~ 1 '° (this value must be 1.0)
k8
The same procedure as in Appendix A must be carried out until P-Count
0332 is reached, that is, until the bypass ratio b has been printed
(P.I.
-700). Then, the following steps must be carried out:
P-Count
P.I. -700.




If b is ok
B ) I )
8




If b is not ok,
start with new






Conditions at Station 10
of FiS. 1 (Identical with
- those at Station 8)
Check of maximum fuel/air ratio
f10
= f8 at stations 8 and 10 (last





















If fo = f, is too large
,
start with new data at
Step a) of Appendix A
1
Print-out B(P.I. -709.)
Conditions after Duct Burner
(identical with those at
Station 2 of Fig. l)
1933
1955
\± = f(2) (6) ; f = |(5)
ENTER: T* ; (RESUME)
P.J. 10.
tfi = h* - h
1 \





Conditions at Station 11
Mixed Bypass and Engine Flow
\
(Continue with procedure of Appendix A at P-Count 136l)
(Iteration of T ' for
^2 ')
50
APPENDIX C . LISTING OF PROGRAMS
Program VA 513 (7 pages)
Program VA 51^- (^0 pages)
Contents Scratch Pad Registers (l page)
Contents Main Data Registers (3 pages)
51
PR0GR*W#lTA5|3 INPUT FOR MOMRoE »0©OPR0<SK^A5I^- PAGE > of 7 DATE: 4/73 BY: VA





















8 it )( )
9










c 3 o U it )
i


















5^ HMV 2 /T/73
MowRoE »08O
PROGRAM* VA5I3 «6E_^ OF 7 DJ.TF: bin BY: VA





























7 u )t >
8 1
<? 2 I>a -..12










C 5 o 1










MOHBoE i860 . — —
PROGRAM Jt /A SI 3 nc& 3 of 1 PATE: &/73 BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS | ENTER 4TOQB (pFIMT
1 O\o \
l D*
2 U K )
3 1
























8 ( J/'R = 718.lfc//S^-S.43
9 U )( )










Cj 4 o £ Q * • 034 SXZ
l u )c )
2







54 f4MV 2 /T/73
program* YA 513
mowRoe ieeo
?*6E 4 OF 1 PATE.&/J3 BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTBR VOIJS FVIMT
i 5 o cxp
i CHS<Sf<
2 2 b= .035 (.45
3 U K )
4






c » <* o E xP






7 o hj. s 260
6 K )L )
9
I










L i 8 o X
i Z






8 4 * 3
9 H )C )
C i *) o i
1 <o <\-+ 14
2 = 29T








^s WMV 2 /T/73
— momboe >©eo —
PROGRAM* M Tl^ ««*_£ Of 7 PATE.<»/73 BY: VA





4 M )(. )
5 i




ec 317 No OP
CHZ» o HALT Vo Cp*> + ) Po
i 41 )(. )
2 4
3 Pe-^ -4o





6 HALT ^/P, Vp,
9 U )M
c 2 2 o 4
i Z Ri/p,-*4*








Ci 3 o HALT T9 = TI0 Cii) Tj .- T,o
1 U )C )
2 4
3 5- r9 = T; ^4r
4 vUlt ? |
S AC K) j J
6 4_
7 G *-*44
8 HALT 1* *l
9 U K )Cm o 4
1 1 2l-> A7
Z WALT * BP 71 Bp
3 U )C)
4 4-
5 5> ^BP -*4*




5S WWV 2. /T/73
MOMRoE 1660
PROGR*n* VA 5 13. ?A6£ & Of 7 DATE: 6/73 BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER 4Toi2c nrtMT
2 5 o MALT A BB = ^AB ^DBr^AS
1 U )L )
2 5
3 O V&-»-5o
4 HALT 7^c 7Lt




















c 2 7 O MALT 7» ?B
1 u )c j / 1
2 s
3 s y*-*ss
4 HALT r?A3 7ab
1




8 KALT V* V.
1
<? U K )
CZ8 o 5
i 7 r.^si
2 PC l 7 b I LINE OP DOTS
3 APVAvftE
4 4
S 1 Pointer. 4i
6 AC K )
7 5
8 9 STORE Pr- 4 J in 5 9
9 1 C )
C 2 9 o a SET UP PT 41













T*6E 7 of 7 PATE:«»/7J »Y. M
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER VOQE PTIMT
3 o o PRINT A *
i r~ IMP/SYM* - I SYMBOL. ADDRESS IT"*
2 r V
3 t( K ) I' RCL B PRINT /VCC0RPIN6 TO
4 INP/SfMB pointer
5 PRINT A <l
6 t I J
7 t( )C ) add i to pointer strceJ
ft -T-
9 5
c 3 l o 7 "
i i( K )
2 5
3 9 STR NEW POINTER IN RES. 59 PT-* 59
4 U )




9 = NEW POINTER -5?










c 3 3 o & ser D.P.To & FOR VA S (-4
i ec Jlfc I MNE OF DOTS • • • •


















!»o WWV 2 /T/73
PROGR*"# 514 SLS P£ftFORMAtfCE
,V
"flF~"WpA« l£T W6£l of 40 DATE: f>/73 »Y. VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER JToQB P*IMT
o o\o t( )C )
I 4
2 1 T»
3 *( R >
4 2
5 I T» -» *i
6 U k ;
7 4
e 2 Vp,
9 JC )i >
c o i o 2
1 VP, -> 20
2 t( K )
3 S
4 \ 7tc






8 i l \
9 2
c 2 O '
I CHSGN PRINT IDENTIF. -12 FOR LC
2 iLK ) STR (3fc
3 3
4 fc \ ' Pl-*3C
5 EC O 1 <o SET FLA<3 *
6 ec 377 MO OP.
7 JUMP GOTO SUBROUTINE -f- COMPSesSOR (LC)
8 IMP/srM -12
<? ~ LC PATA
c 3 o EC OAO Iwd/symj SNYMB. ADDRESS Ec 040
i EC 4o
2 EC Ifet RESET FLAG/










4 3 1*-* 83
s U )( )
6 2
7 1 Tk-,*.
© t( )( )
9 4 V7" — MMV 2./T/73
MOM«oE \©SO
PKOfiRAvM^ S|4 «« 2 OF ¥0 pate: 6/73 »Y. M
STEP SYMBOL COVIMANO COMMENTS ENTER JTORB PTIMT
5 |o 3 TVP,
i
-i-









c° 6 o 5
t 2 7mc
2 it )t )
3 2
4 3 7hc-»2*
5 2 i 1
6 3 PRINT IDENTlf. -23- FOR HC
7 • STR (3fc)
e CHSGN
9 j( )t;
c 7 o 3
t h V Pi-* 36












cue o it >t )
i 7
2 1 hs-^^7/
3 t( )( ) i
4 2
S 4 T3
6 it )( )
7 1
8 2 T3-»72
9 it )t )






4 2 R> 0-»2.»
s 1 fi» o
e> It )( )
7 4
8 4 T«a Te




MAE 3 OF 40 PATE: <*/T3 BY: tfA
STEP* SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER Voi^e PflMT
1 o |o 1
1 S I» *T«-*2J
2 U )( )
3 5
4 5 7*
5 J C )C J
6 2 7« -* -22
7 2
a 7 j I
9
CI 1 o 4 PRINT ipfMriF. -704- rOR
I CHSGN MA»M BURNER EXIT





5 3RAKCU j i caul soeeouTiwc " burner*
6
7
IND/JYMB FOR MA'N COMBUiToR -704
ft* i 1 PRINT
e *( )C 1
9 2
c 1 2 o 7 At. fa'
t U H )
2 1
3 I rV- 73
4 U H )
5 2
6 7 fl'-r 27
7 +
8 i
<? X It fB'
L I 3 o (
i l
Z -





7 E ( l + ft'JO-SJ
8 I NV
9 X
CT4 o U 1(1
1 7
z 1 h»-V>2




7 ft )( )
e 5




Mac 4 0F40 PATE: 6/73by. VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER 4TOIJC PTIMT




4 5 PRINT IDEMTIF. -45 FOR HT
5 CHS6M STR(36)
6 4C )( \
7 3











^N0/iYM3 SO TO SUBROUTINE" HT -45
8 ir/e V OATA
9 EC042 iNP/iirM3 3YMB.AKDRES5 EC04-2.
c 1 7 o 5c 042.







8 ( It )
9 2
L I 6 o 4 Tj
1 i( )( )
Z 7
3 5 i T5 ->75
4 i( H )
S 2
6 T5.Ti-rS0
7 tt )t )
8 7
<5 3 TB'
Cj j o l( W )
1 2
Z 1 ft. fe'- *'
3 U >C )
4 7
5 2 T3
6 U )t )
7 2





OF 40 DATE- 6/?3 »Y: VA
STEP SY H ft O L COMMAND COMMENTS CKITCR 4TOI2C PWIMT





















4 SL S. S/Tf-U
5 UK)
6 2
T 7 t-* 2.7
6 7 i I
9
c 2 2 o b PRfkiT IDENTIF -106
I CH S<S N FOR STATION 6





5 EC O 1 fe SET FLAG 1
6 Tump i Co TO SU*ROuTINt "MfXlf/^S " F&e
7 IMD/IVM3 STATION 6 *FT£R Ht
8 $ 1 !
9 EC 043 mo/ivtiB J SX M&OL. APOR. £SS EC 043
L 2 3 o EC O A 3 ' [




S |( )( )
6 1
7 \ ^-TC^H
6 tc U )
9 2
c 2 4 o 8 ffi=fc
l U )C|
2 2 f? = fe-**7
3 7
4 t( K )
5 5
& -4 7lt
7 U K )
8 2
9 3 * 7lj-*23
^j WWV 2./ii-rs
PROGRAM^ 5|4 MONRoE I06O -.M&£ fe OF 40 DATff:6/73 BY V^
1 ST EP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS | ENTER 4Tot2c PflKT
ISO \ .
i -
2 t( )( )
B 4
4 8 ^Bf>





c 1 6 o 4
1 <J *B







6 ft K )
9 A
c z 7 o 3 ?3/P,
i
-r-







<? it l( )
c 2 e o 2
i O •Vfcr-rlo
2 & i .
3 8 ?*IMT iDENTlF. -fcB FOB LT '
4 CMSStf
5 it )t )
6 3
7 & \ ' PI-r3fe
8 EC o 1 & SET FLA<S 1
9 1UMP <50 To SUBdOl/TlNt" M £XPArNS."
C* "9 o WD/SYHB TOR LT -6g
1 X PttiwT
z EC 044 XHD/HMB SXMoOL. ArDPREiJ fC 044
3 EC o 44
4 ac 1 & & RESET F^A<S I
s UK )
& 2
7 6 n t -Wg





T*6£ 7 Of 40 PATE.<>/73 »Y: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS EKITCR 4T05B PTIMT





5 ft U )
G 2
7 7 ii
a U K )
9 i
c* \ o 7 fB -*77
i UK )
2 2
3 I ft-* 21
4 ) l+f*
5 ~r




c 3 2 o l
1 a b
2 i( )t) .
3 7






<? EC 177 -1oo.
c 3 3 o PRtMTA b
\ HALT Check b-.tfi'Hotft AB: ff8tfo) l(4)(S)








c^± o * • Ti -» 2o
l tl )C)
2 5
3 b 7a b
4 fC )C J
S 2
6 2 7* R — Z2








?»«££ OF 40 PAT£: 6/73 BY: W.
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER JTO?B nrmT
3 5\o K K )
i 2
2 S To T* - iff
3 7 Jk
4 1 ?.I. -7IO.
5 CONDITIONS STATION 10
6 CHSGN APTER AB.
7 W )t )
6 2
9 °i ? P.!****
CHI6 o IRANCU 1 4ALL S-R. "BURNEtt" <a*
i 1MO/SVHB FOR AB. -no
2 a* 1' PA.TA
3 fUO
4 2
5 7 4f A»






3 7 o 2
i 8 Je
2 i( K ^
3 s
4 2 1 f-e-» B*
5 HALT Check W? Wit-hoot AB; USKa)o UXfJ
6 fl )t >
7 8
8 3 TZ = T;
<? ADO





5 I 0= T i -»2f
6 "7 1,
7 P.I. -709
e 9 CONDiTioMS STATION 9
9 CV4SG« AFTER Pucf BuRNtR
c^ o it K )
1 2
2 "5 'r P.J -t 2 9
3 BRANCH 1 CALL S.R. "BURNER", a *
4 XNp/SYM* ?oz D.3. -709
s a* r Pata
6 t()(J
7 2





OF 40 PATE'6/73 »Y: /A
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER 4TOI2C PTIMT




4 2 TB* JA»
5 U )C)




L*> 1 o S T^ . T,o .
i ;( K 1
2 2 T9 „ Ti -^» 2o
3 Tt= T,




5 T« fronS.B.D.B * T^
U l( )
6 2
9 2 "Tit -*> 2Z
c 4 2 o 7 i i
i i P.I. -711
2 i CONDITIONS STAT10M II
3 CHS$„ Mixep AB * I>B PLOWS
4 U K)
5 2
6 9 \r Pl-»*9
7 t( U )
8 7
<? 9 b,%
L4 3 o UK)
i 2
2 7 b*f*27
3 JUMP i l 10 S.R.'MlXltfG", $
4 ^ND/SYHB MIXING OF AB 4 DB FLOWS -7U
S $ i r DATA
6 EC 045 IND/SYM8 f SYMB. *.DPR£SS EC 045
7 ec 045 I
8 t( )( J
9 2
C±2 o 8 ft- fa
l U )( )
2 8
3 4 flV* 64
4 4( )( )
5 2
6 7 f- ftl-» 27
7 U )C )
6 5
9 7 J>4 •- WHV 2./T/73
PROGRAM* VA 514
MOMBoE 108O
?*&£ 10 OF 40 PATE. 6/71 BY. VA
.









7 5 T* s T<
& U It )
9 2 * = Ti * 2i











c 4 7 o ft )t )
I 4
2 8 ^BP







c 48 o ^AB
i J I- ^ fl&
2 X





8 4 I )U
9 2
C±2 o VvJ*u * 2o
1 i i
2 I P.I. - I' 12.





8 fc ' ' LP.-* lt>
9 IUM P i[
HUV 2 /T/73
MOMRoE I00O
PROGB^MJt VAt £l4-_ WA€ It OF_40 t>J,TE:6/7* BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS KNTCR Vore PTIMT
5 ojo IUO/SYMB jTo SR." Expansion ", x -III*
I X \ For ibt nozzle PATA
2 EC 04G INP/SYMB fsrr<B. Aot>R ess ec o**,



















c 5 z o U )C)
t 8
2 5 ISp-*BS





8 t( H )
9 8







7 4( )C )
8 2
9 C SFC-rZfe









9 It )C >
uy j HHV 2./1I-T3
PROGRAM* VA 514
MOMRoE >08O —
OF 4p PATE: b/li BY: YA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS SNTCR Vorc PTIMT
5 sTo 2
t 8 fy^ aa
2 2
t
3 P.I. - 2oo







9 BRANCH , i
c 5 fo o IND/SYMB CAUL Sft. "PRiHT Jt " *( ) -20o
1 n ) 1 f FOR OVERALL PERFORMANCE DATA
2 EC Ofoo IMP/SITU* f *Y*MB. ADDfcCSS EC O6o
3 EC O 60 r
4 HALT Ot, &T,














8 HALT rh, rh,
<? i( K)






6 HALT *, Jr.
7 U >C )
8 b
<? 4 »r, -* €.4
cls o — C. J DT *0- rhM
1 H K) h
z 7
3 z C->72
4 HALT $ »T /3,T
s u >u /
& t>
7 3 At^<»3
e SJU/COS »"'n Ait






n<St£j3 Of 40 PATE.£/7iBY. VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER VOI2C PflMT
6 7
1
*i'r> /S. T -O0
2 ~
F
3 2MD FutfC tOS^iT
A = ton /3,r
5 Vx c t /3,T
6 X
7 MArLT UT Ut
a It )C )
9 (0
c»d 2
1 X U T cob/3it UT -r 61
2 U >U
3 7"
4 1 Ur t(»^,T-»'?l




6 8 2 9 T
9 as hi - h*i = ^k





5 1 T =T,









S 2 = f -» 27
6 7






3 to 1 l
4 TUMP i1 TO s *•" expansiom", T/e
5 IWP/5XMB FOR IMLGT DUCT -IOI
6 T/e \ ' DATA
7 £C 047 IND/jYUj fSXMB. ArDDCESS EC 04-7
e EC O-47 I




WifirE 14 of 40 pate: V73 »Y: VA












) U A t
c 6 fe o X










9 U K )
c t 7 o 2










c (> a o X w
i it )C)
2 G
3 fe W-¥ 66




8 * T cklt-te f-ro-c Vio»«i of F
9 5
C 6 2. o it K )
1 6
Z 5 F-* feS







' T* «HV 2 /T/73
PROGRAM* \/A SM^
MOMBoE I06O
W6£ 1 5 OF 40 PATe : 6/73 »Y\ VA
.
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER VOQE PflMT
T o\o -T W, a UT /*.r»/3,r














4 7 1/5 SO





c 7 2 o $
i




5 t( K J
6 7
7 ( *13-Wz
8 B ^ T/5SoXf» 3-hiJ
<? -7












delete fracfioni of MPHe
[174 o i( )C)
1 &
I 8 WPhc-» <>*
3 b i1
4 I POINTER SI STR (S-9)
s K K>
6 5
7 <7* ' 1 PT-» 59
e K ) 4 SET MP POINTER &t
9 • ir
15 HWV 2./T/73
PROGRAM JL l/A £14
MOMBoE I06O
W6£ 16 OF 40 DATF.-6/-R BY: t/A
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS CKITCR 4To«2c PRIMT
"1






5 Rr. - 300
6 CHSGU
7 EC 177 1 '
-3oo
a PftINT A T>T,
9 Ec o62 IND/SYMS * SYMB. ADDRESS EC OW
c 7 & o EC O t>2 1
I U )C ) 1 ecu A-ccorj). To pointep
2 IND/SYM& i
3 PRINT A PR /NT




8 7 A0t? t To PoiNTBR, «1R(E)
9 it )C)
c 7 7 O J
I 9 str pointer in s^ Pom7.-» 59
2 K )




7 «• new pointer -70
8 BRAtfCM A
9 = GOTO S A . EC ofe3 IF NJEWPointEG
c 7 8 o iMD/iYMl EQUALS 70
i EC O 6 3 ;f~
2 TUM P 1 ' SO TO SA. EC 062 IF NEW POINTER
3 iNP/jtXB ^ fc9 I
4 EC Ob 2 i 1
S EC OW IMO/SY M* ? SYMB- ADDRESS EC O fe>3
6 EC O to-a, 1
7 EC 17 G END • • • •
8 EC n t j 3 HUES Of POTS KAIN » • » •
9 EC 176 i~ PR£><3R • » « »
Cli o APYrVMCC , 1 2 PAPEt? advance:
1 ADVAMCC V
2 Tump i To INTRODUCE OTW-ER F(RST- STAGE
3 W/SYHJ uc Rotor n>ArTA
4
s
EC o foo 1 '
1
r









9 In/I0<| In'T „,
MMV 2 /-r/73
MONRoE I06O —.
PROGRAM* VA 51 A H« 17 ofifl T>LTfPh$ BY.- VA










9 f I )C)











c & 2 O X TVj
1 It)
2 / T%-«
3 f ( KJ
4
5 3 Ci












S X T 3/3
6 IC )
7 2 tV3-*
8 t I )C)
9 O













MAE lrW40 DJ.TP: 6/?j by- VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER SToijb PTIMT
8 S o X t%
i U )
2 3 T%-a
B t( K )
4
5 5 ^
6 ) c5 TV*
7 2= <f*
a H )
9 b Ha-* 6







7 7> D, InT
8 (
9 ft)










L S 8 o X
\ tc )l )
I 1
3 3 *4






L 6 ^ o 1( )L)
1 I
2 4 3>4











?A6£ (9 OF 40 DATE:<>/73 BY: VA
&TCP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS EKITCR Vo^S PflMT
^ jTl 1
i 5 9s



















6 =r <f *[«fA * ^*VOt T j
"T U ) EWE s.*.
6 7 <? <p-* 7
9 RESUME





5 l M )
6
7 1 c,
8 - C, T
9 (







7 i t%/» -+ •
8 t H )
9
Q9 4 o 2 c













?A6£ 20 OF 40 PATE.^73 »Y: VA .
t ef» SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS EKITCR Voqs PTIMT
L'5 IE X T 3/3
i K )
2 2 T 3/s^2












5 * T 4/4
6 *t )
7 3 TV4- 3
e H )( )
9









8 r T 5
9 5
c 9 8 o X TVs
» U )
2 4 rf/i-*4
3 U )C ) i
4
S 5 Cs
6 ; CS TVs
7 =. h A
8 *< )
9 c K A -r fc













PBOGRAvM^ VA S 1-4
MOMBoE »©ftO
?A6£2I OF 40 PATe.t/75 BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER Votzc PTIMT
1 o|o X
1 tl >C )
2 1
3 2 Pi

















9 T ( K >
E 2 O 1
1 4 D*






8 f C K )
9 1
In* Is O 5 T>,


















8 I C )
9 8 h-* &
1 y HHV 2./T/73
PROGRAM* VA SM MOMROE lOftO PA6€22 OF^O patE:*/T3 »Y: *A
.
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER 4TOI2C P»IMT
1 6 s\o RESUME r- END S.R. h ( + )











[To b o t( U )
i
2 (o <S- 034S22
3 ~
4 ( S.R.Hfl/j





E O 7 O ~




5 U i( )
6 2
7 <* fc/j-*25
8 RESUME l '
<? *( ) 3MD/SYMB ? SUBROUTINE:" PRINT I " f *( )]
C'.°l 5 o i( ) i







7 EC 177 P.I.
8 PRIHTA Pe/P:
9 2 i
|T 9 o 1 SET UP POINTEC 2 1





6 8 IND/5YM8 ' SYMBOL • ADDRESS 8
7 © 1
8 U )( )
J





PROGR*"± VA SI4 ?A6£23 OF 40 PATE: 6/73 BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTCR Voije PflMT
1 1 [ o PRlUT a PSINT (kC<mints*
t 1 1
2 t( )( )
3 -
4 3
5 7 AOO 1 To POINTER, STRC£)
6 U k )
7 3




c I 1 o • SPT UP NEW POINTED
i -
2 3




7 IMD/SYMB ^TO SYH8. ADD- |F WEW PoiNTE? = 3»
6 7 V
9 Tump 1
E 1 1 o IMD/SYM* TO SYMI.ADD IF NEW POINTER £ 2*9
i 8
"1
2 9 IND/SYMB / st mb. Address 9
3 9 i
4 EC l 7fe 1 LINE OF POTS • • • •
5 RESUME ^END S». PRINT J[4c) ]
6 e*/io* IMD/SYMB ^ subroutine" F; («Vio x )
7 e x/io" J
8 t( H )
<? 3
E 1 3 o 2 Te"
i •4-









E ! s o °) R«/J
I CHS<SN - R«/X
z — -(Ko/j) In (TcVTi )
3 (









PA6E24 OF 40 PATE: 6/15 BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS | ENTER *Toi?C PflMT




3 [ O I / T '/T 1
A = *<s In t't/'J
J f ' «P
5 Vx
Tt - Tw y
<o *( K )
1 2
ft 8 f-*2S
9 f( K )
C' b o i
i I
2 U )( )
3 X
4 2
5 9 fc/j-^ K« ««-*29




" COMPRESSOR* ( "T") T- -i i
6 • * •»7t-*23
9 **o ?.!.- 36
E « 7 O K '
I 5 f-o-f 5








Em o BRANCH *T0 S.*."h/' (+> For h t-. f-rr^
i IKD/$YMB
2 + * «i
3 H in 1
4 2
S 2 K.-* 22
6 BPAMCW
J
TO S.R."<T(-) For «fLS f(TJ
7 iMp/iYHJ
8 — \\ Vc
9 It )C)




BRAMCM i \ JO S.*." R<3/j" ( \HJ for f =o
IND/IYMB
4 \r 1' &<5/7
s X
6 (




PROGR a.n 4 VA 5»4
MOM«oE 1680
W6E2S oF 40 PATE.o/U BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS KNTBR Voqs PRINT















c 2 t o 4 1NP/5YMB h SYM&oL. ADDRES5 4-
j 4 1
2 HALT ENTER: T* = Te' FOfc. ITERATION »N MV T*= Te'
3 *( >t i
4 3
5 2 T* s Te ' Tt'-» 32
6 U >
7 T*-*o
6 BRAWCH A TO S.Ti."<f" (-) FOR ^ i f(T ,(,f:o)
9 TWD/sYMB





5 = 4>*- tV = 4«f
6 2 1
7
8 • P. T. 2o.
9 EC 177 1 1 2o.
E 13 o PRIMT A 4Cf
i t( >
2 T*
3 PRINT A T*
4 HALT IF 4<f2o : E'MTE Q; O
S 3UM P 1
6 = (30 TO S.A. 5 ; tF 4<f =
7 IND/SYM*
8 5 1
9 Jump | GOTO ?.A_. 4 IF Af*0 FOR




5 TND/SY>IB SYMBOL. ADDRESS 5
3 5 '
4 *( )( ) A
5 3 Vr\ necessary !
6 2 T«» •




9 4- 1 He' n „09 nwv 2.11(13
momooe leeo
PROGR aMj, VA 514 tt6£26 OF 40 PATE:b/1% BY: WV
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER VTOQE P»IMT
i 1 5 o —




5 U )(. )
6 2
7 3 !•
B f h a _ W^
9 li n >
c 1 (3 o 2
i <o h,-W;-»**









9 6 IMD/SiM* i SYMBOL. ADDRESS 6
F 2. 7 O 6 'i
t HALT ENTCR.-T*-
T
e FOR ITERATION FoR he T'.T.
2 U K )
3 2
4 4 T%Tt Te -* 24
S * I )
6 T*-»
7 SRAMCtf i TO S.R" h"(+ ); ^OR h*.F(T ,,l f*o)
8 INDMm&
9 +• h*
E 2 8 o -
1 t( It )
2 2
3 £T he I
4 = ll*_ l, e « 4k
S 2 *
6 I P. I. 21
7 •
8 Ec H7 » il.
9 PRINTA 4h.
E 2 9 o 1 ( I
1 T*
2 PRINT A T*
3 HALT IF 4h^ : EkJTER :
4 TUMP I
5 = Go 10 S.A. 7 1? 4h = o
€> TMD/SYMd"
7 7 1 1
e TUMP i 1 GO TO S.A. 6 IF db *o FOR
9 INP/SVMB i^PRO^-D T*- T«
WUV 2 litis
PROGRAM* VA £ t 4
MOtJRoE i«eo
PA&E27 OF 40 PATE.-^73 BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER 4Toi2c PflMT
I 3 o\o y jfiOTOS.A.fc TOR IMPROVED T*.-Tt
\ 7 IWD/SYM0 / SYM60U. AOORESS 7
2 7 1 1
B 3R.AMCH I to s.R. " eV,o x ;
4 IN0/SVM3 y— 2a






6 H ) r COMPRDAfA
9 IUM P
1
E 3 I o flag i IF Fw*<a t is ser .tump To EC o4o
i IND/JYHB (low com p)
2 EC o -40
3
4
JUMP IP ?LAG 1 IS NOT SET JUMP To EC 0+1
iMD/SVMfi ( H l6H COMP;
5
6
EC 4 I V j- END S.R. COMPR.
X inpAvmb / SUBROUTiuJC " EXPAWSlOW" (X) Rf/pj -»• 20
7 X 7. -* ^3
6 tl H ) T — 27P.I.-» 3fe
9 2
1- 3 1 o 1 f
I tC )
2 5 *-* s
3 BRAMCI4 j, TO S.R." Rfi/l"
4 WP/SYmB
5 r V •tyj^ i?




c 3 3 Q Tj; -*
\ BRANCH I
f
TO S.R. ' h" FOR h- F(T.i,f )
2 UlD/SYHB
3 + ' i K
4 4 ( )t 1
S 2
6 1 h- -» 22
7 BRAtfcM
1
TO SR." <f " F0R T% FCT;, f;
8 tN0/Sr«B
9 — r ^c





S It )( )
6 2
7 Pa/T»i








PA&E 28 OF 40 PATE: fc/73 BY: VW
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS | EKITBR Vo^S PfINT
1 2> 5 O U H 1
t 2
2 9 RG/J






B c IND/JYM& /I SYMBOL. ADDRESS (
9 C ! r
E 3 6 o HA LT ENTER: T *s Te ' FOR ITERATION IN <fe ' T*.Te '
i *(>(')
2 3
3 2 Te'-* 32
4 U )
5 T*^, o
6 BRANCH i TO S.R."<f" TDR **« F(T", f ;
7 1WD/SYHB
6 - (0 ¥
9 -
E 3 7 o t( )C )
1 3
2 1 <fV




7 ec 177 1 3o.
8 PRINT A. *<f
<? t( )
E 3 8 o T*
i PRINT A T*
2 HALT IF A^S O •• ENTER :
3 TOM P t-
4 =s SOTO S.A. ) IF 4<f^O
S INP/SYMB
6 ) t
7 JUMP i GO TO S.A. C IF 4<f ^0 FOR
8 INP/SYHB IMPROVED T* =. Te 1
9 <
'
Ej ? o > iND/JYMfc * symbol- Address )
l ;
H





7 t( )( \
e 2




?A&£2? OF 40 PATE- fr/73 BY:
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS EKITCR 4To«2B PtIMT
1 Z o'j O X hj-he'
i f( )( 1
2 2
3 3 *





B t( IC )
9 2








5 5 Ht -* *S
6
-«t 'MO/SYMB J symbol. Ar>t>tes$ __£
7
-/ 1
6 HALT ENTER: T* = T# FOR ITERATION in b e T*e Te
9 *( H )
E 4 2 O 2
1 4 Te -*24
2 *( )
3 T**o
4 BRANCH |i TO S.R."h" FOR h*s F(T<\ f )
5 i«p/$rM&
6 + if h
-
7 -
8 t( K )
<? z
c 4 3 o S he
i SB h*-h, = 4h
2 3
i|
3 1 P.I. 3».
4 «
S EC 177 1 31.
6 PRINT A 4h
7 t( )
8 T*
9 PRINT A T«
[£* 4 o HALT IF 4h S : ENTER :
I JUMP *_





TU Mf> # 60 TO S.A.
-J IF 4h ^o TOP
f> IND/SYMI iMPRoVEp T* s T«
7





PROGRAM* VA 5" (4
MOMRoE i860 t
Wi&E 30 of 40 PATE.-V73 »Y. M
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS 1 KKITCR l^oije PTIMT
I A s\o BRANCH k TO S.P- " V"
1 IND/S*HB 7-* 28






4 Hip/s^M* I*).-* 33
5 In/LOG r~ <»« - 35
6 fl U )
7 2
ft fa h t -We
9 X
E 4 6 o t( )( )
i 1
2 8 2 fl J
3 K V= 2qT(k,_Ul.i
4 V~ V4
5 H )( )
6 3
7 4 ty-* 34
8 ~
9 t( H )
E 4 1 o I
t 5 %
2 m Md--W«e
3 H )C )
4 3
5 5 *W 35
6 BKA-NCM I
7 IWD/SYNB TO SR. " P«lNT I"
8 l( J f PAT A
9 TUMP i i
E 4 \e o FLAG IF Fi-A<5 1 IS SET 7UMP To ec 044
I INP/SYMB (LOW TURBWt)
2 cc 044 \ '
3 TUMP Ji_
4 IND/SYMB IF FLA6I IS NOT SET JUFfP TO EC 4fc
S EC Afe I \ ( JET NOZZLE; rEMD J.R . "expaksi )M"
6 In A OG INP/SXMB i I SUBROUTINE "f^)tj <3e \' (ln/LO(S)
7 In/J-OG ' f USE AFTE* S.R. " * - ; WAo")
8 t( )C )
9 2
LT>± o 4 Te
1 —











PR0(3R *w * Wr 514- ?A6€3I of 40 PATE:^/l3 »Y. VA
ST C t» SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER i^ORE P»IMT









e 4( K )
9 3
\T 5 l o 3 '«#)*- 33
1 X



















7 5 °e-» 35
_8_
9
Resume j-£MD sR."firf )«,qe M
ir/e iND/SfMB subrootincVht " ( 1T/€) ^rhi-he-* 26
El 3 o tr/e
1 t< H >
2 2 P.I-*. 34
3 ( T^






[[S4 o 5 (-* 3
1 BRANCH 1 k to s.r. " r<s/j" cr-j
2 IN0/iYM&
3 \T 1 1 Rq/T -* 21
4 BRANCH 4 TO S.R. "rH r-OR «?L-«F(T; ,f)
5 IMD/SYMJ
6 — '<fc
7 U K )
e 3
9 «f;-*3o
u? MMV 2 /T/13
PROGRAM* VA 514
MOMBoE >OSO j
?A6£32 OF40 PATE: 6/73 BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER Voce PWIMT
1 5 5|o BRANCH I
i INP/JYM& TO S.R.'W) FOR bj ,F(T^ 4;








9 b Ati* k-he
E 5 & o a He
I U )C >
2 2
3 5 \-+ zs
4 2NDFUNC INp/SfMa i SYM60L. Address zndfumc
5 2MDF0NC 1
6 HA LT EMTER:T*»Te ?oft ITERATION iki k«. r*=Tc
7 H )(. )
8 2
9 4 Tt-*24
E 5 7 o U )C )
i 3
2 2 Te-r ZZ
3 U )
4 T»—
5 BRAN CM A
6 INp/SfMB to s.R.'h "(•«•) For h**F(T*, f
)
7 + I h*
8 -
<? t( U )
E 5 8 o 2
i S he
2 ss 4hx h*-h ft
3 A A
4 P. 1 . 40 .
S •
6 EC ni 1 40.
7 PRiwT A 4K
8 t( )
9 T*
[Ts 9 o PRIWT A T*
1 HALT IF 4h S O : EM TEC: O
z TUMP
_JI






_JI IF Ah **0 GO To S.A. 2MDFUNC




9 A IND/JYKB SYMBOL. ^DDBESS /* WWV 2 /T/73
program* VA 514
MouRoE >060 j
n&£ *3 OMO PATE: 6/7i BY: VA
f STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER 4TOI2C PtlMT
lL fe °}° V*









9 + - CK-^tl/V
\T g i o ft )( )
i 2
2 2 h:
3 — h«. h-_ 0);-M/^
4 if K )
5 3
6 4 Kt'-, 34
7 ( K )
6 2
9 5 ^e
H b 2. o s ku- Ke
i TUMP A
2 s IF ht'=he JUMP To S.A . RV
3 INP/SYMS
4 R-*° '
5 SIN/COS imp/syhb J^ SYMBOL. Aj>ORESS 5IN/C0S
6 SJN/COS 1
7 MALT EMTEE'T^r: V Foe iteration iM V»e' T^Te'
8 U )t)
9 3
E 6 3 o 2 Tft% 3 2
\ a )
1 T*-»o
3 BRANCH a TO SUB.R." h" W FOR h#.P(t*,fJ
4 IND/JYM3
S + '! h*
6 —
7 t( )C )
8 3
9 4 he 1
[T6 4 o ^ 4h ; h*- h..'
I 4 jk
2 l P.I. 41.
3 •




e PRIMT A T*
9 HALT IF >ah s..O : EMTER : O
—^c *MV *./-r/73
MONRoE I06O
PROGBaM^ VA SI* FA6E34 OF 40 PATg:6/?3 BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER foes PTIMT
I b S\o 1UMP 1
i = IF 4b = 60 TO S.A. R-*.°
2 •N&/SYM&
3 R-° V
4 JUMP I if Ah^o ^0 To SA. sim/cos For
5 IWP/iYMB IMPROVEP T* = Te'
6 SlN/COS 1
7 R_ e INP/SYMB 1 SYMBOL. APDfcESS R-*c
6 RE- 1
9 BRANCH ' l 1
E 6 1 o IND/SYHB
i — * <f*\
2 U K )
3 3



















_JI TO s.R." 7 " (tV|0*J
<? INP/jrMB T-> 28
E 6 8 o e.Vio * 1 1 Ra -y 2<)
i BRANCH < | To S.R. "U,)« r fle" (U/U)fi)
2 IND/SYN* to;.* 3*
3 th Ao<s ir ' ^-*> 35
4 BRA toCU
_4I TO S.R. "PRINT J" £U )J
S IWp/lYMB
6 H > I ' PATA
7 IUM P i 1 IF FLA6 1 IS SET JUMP TO EC 42
8 FLAG C HIGH TURBINE)
9 INP/SYMB
E <> *> o EC O 42 ' 1
1 JUMP i IF FLA6 1 IS NOT SET JUMP To EC 047
2 INP/SYMB ONLET Pl/CT
3
4 TT
EC 04) i , f(END S.R. "HT")
) INP/SYMB {subroutine "print jl " LtC )1 iV
j
S ft ) 1
6 t( K )
7 2
© 5 Te




•PA6£B5 OF 40 PATE.'/li BY: VA
STEP SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS ENTER 4TOIJC PflMT
1 7
_OJO 2
i 7 RCL P.J.
2 EC 177 P.I.
3 print A- Tt
4 f( l( )
5 2
6 h »U
7 PRINT A •«*.
e U K)
9 1
E 7 < o 7 Af or £ = w--/w L
J peiNT a 4f or?
2 tt K )
3 1 S.R.'PRlMTl"
4 8 ft Lto;
5 PRIUTA fc
6 Ec (7 (o l LINE OF POTS ....
7 RESUME w
6 CL* mP/SYMB f iujftOuTlNE " 8URME&" ( a*)
1*-» lo
9 a" \ T«-* *5
r<





5 IRANCU i To ^It/'hTO FOR (hA ), s F(T;)











7 4 Chc ),.^24
8 U >C )
9 2
rr 7 4 o 5 Tt
I U )
2 Wo
3 BRANCH 1I 70 S.R."ir(+; FOR 0»A )e = F(TC;






,.,.— - - WWV 2./T/73
PROGRAM* VA SlA
MOMRoE i860
M6E3C OF 40pATC:b/7i BY: VA
["step SYMBOL COMMAND COMMENTS | ENTER ftToRB P»IMT















5 ) H«e- h««
6 J . ^(Hist -h<ic)
7 -=-
6 (
9 tc X )









8 tc )C )
9











t[M o tC )C )
1 2
Z 1 h






9 + fc ^ae _.
i
^ •4MV 2 /f/73
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